
Technical Support Note:  PLD Start-Up Sequence
(For serial numbers PLD10458 and higher)

The following start-up sequence for the PLD insures a stable WiFi connection:


1. With the PLD Sensor Unit turned OFF, turn on the iPod.


2. Tap on the Settings icon and turn on Airplane Mode. This will turn Wi-Fi OFF.


3. Be sure the PLD app has been terminated:   


• Press the Home button two times quickly. You'll see small previews of your 
recently used apps.


• Swipe left to find the PLD app.

• Swipe up on the app's preview to close it.


4. Turn the PLD Sensor Unit ON.


5. Go to Settings and turn Wi-Fi ON.  Select the PLD network (“PLDXXXXX”) as soon 
as it appears - before it connects automatically. 

6. Press the Home button and tap on the PLD app icon.  You will have a good Wi-Fi 
connection.


Note:  The Wi-Fi may momentarily drop from time to time, but it will always reconnect 
within a few seconds on its own and continue to work properly.




Wi-Fi Reconnect After iPod Goes into Power Save
(For serial numbers PLD10458 and higher)

If you choose to save power by clicking the Sleep/Wake button on the top of the iPod, 
you must re-initiate a manual Wi-Fi connection to avoid WiFi drops. 

Before you click Sleep/Wake button follow these steps: 

1. Terminate the PLD app:


• Press the Home button two times quickly. You'll see small previews of your 
recently used apps.


• Swipe left to find the PLD app.

• Swipe up on the app's preview to close it.


2. Go to Settings and turn off Wi-Fi.


3. Press Sleep/Wake button on top of iPod.


To Manually re-connect Wi-Fi:

4. Wake up iPod by pressing Home button.

5. Go to “Settings” and turn on Wi-Fi.  Immediately select the PLD network 
(PLDXXXXX) as soon as it appears before it connects automatically. 

(If the PLD connects before it can be selected, turn Wi-Fi off and repeat the 
manual connection.  You know when the PLD has been manually selected 
because it will highlight while you are touching it.)

6. Tap on the PLD App icon and you will have a stable Wi-Fi connection.


